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ED IT O RIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
Reference to the Complete T opica l Index of N. A. C. A. pu blica tions will show tha t the Association has in the pa st published
relatively little on the subject of taxation. No doubt this has
been due to the feeling that ta xes a re more a ma tter of fina ncia l
tha n of indu stria l accounting. Recently, however, the indu stria l
accou nta nt ha s been brou ght much closer to ta xa tion problems.
T . D. 4422 with its requ irements fo r th e depreciation of fixed
assets ma de the indu stria l a ccou ntant k eenly a wa re of the effect
of taxation on t his portion of his field of endea vor. More recently the Social Secu rity Act and the accounting problems connected with payroll ta xes ha ve enga ged the attention of industrial accou ntants. T h a t t he se a r e no t t he o nl y t a x m a t t er s no w
enga ging the attention of ou r members is most forcefully demonstra ted by the first a rticle in this issu e of the Bulletin.
T he author of this article is J . S. Seidman, Pa rt ner of the
public accou nting firm of Seidman & Seidman, who is both a
C. P. A. and an attorney -at -law. Mr. Seidman holds degrees
fro m N ew Yor k Uni ver sit y, Fordha m Uni versity a nd St. La wrence University. H e is the au thor of several articles on accounting a nd ta xa tion, is Chairman of the National T a x C o m mittee of the You ng Men's Cou ncil a nd wa s a ppointed by Governor Smith and Governor Roosevelt as a New York delega te
to the National T a x Association Conventions.
T here is another angle from which the accountant is interested in taxes. Shou ld income ta xes be considered a distribution
of net profits after the profits a re determined, or should they
be considered a pa rt of the cost of doing bu siness and thu s enter
into our cost calcula tions? This is the qu estion discussed in ou r
second article. The a u thor of this article is George M. Arisma n,
Cont roll er of t he Armstron g C ork Co. Mr. Arisma n gra du a ted
from Pennsylvania State College in Industrial Engineering in
1918, and subsequently studied accounting, banking and finance
with La Salle Extension University. Since gradu ation from
college he has been employed by the Armst rong Cork Co. in
positions involving production, engineering, auditing and accounting. Appointed Assista nt Controller of his company in
1930 , he wa s advanced to the position of Controller in 19 32. Mr .
Arisma n ha s be en most a ctive in the a ffa irs of the Associa tion.
Du ring 1934 -35 he served as Preside nt of the Reading Chapter
and since tha t da te ha s been a member of the Na tiona l Boa rd.
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TAXES —COST ACCOUNTING'S BEST SALESM AN
By J. S. Seidman, Partner
Seidman & Sei dm a n, New York, N. Y.
T A X E S truly partake of a Jekyl and Hyde nature. In their
1 own domain, taxes are probably more cussed and discussed
these days than any other governmental problem. In their collateral bypaths, however, taxes are accepted and sometimes hailed
reverently as a cure for all manner of ills —among some of the
sciences, for example. Taxes are acknowledged in the sociological
field as being a powerful instrumentality for regulating or for
accentuating class consciousness. Penology has fallen back on
taxes as a means of apprehending criminals where all else has
failed. Economics looks to taxes as a forceful lever in redistribution of purchasing power, a brake or accelerator on prices, and a
subtle policeman in corporate finance.
But if genuflection be the order of the day before the ill wind
or Great God Brown (as the case m ay be) of taxes, the knee
should be bent deepest by accountancy. In a colloquial, but not
flirtatious sense, taxes, and particularly income taxes, have gone
a great way to "make" accounting. Before the advent of the
Sixteenth Amendment, accounting and business hardly knew of
one another's existence, nor how or why they ought to become
friends. However, when the concept of net income was put on
the statute books and a heavy toll, by reason of the war -tax rates,
laid on the price of miscalculation or insupportable calculation, accounting and business recognized in one another such magnetic
forces that the two have ever since marched down the years
almost like Siamese twins. To be sure, accounting has more bows
to its string than aid in the formulation and maintenance of the
necessary records for tax determination; but it would be hard to
deny that the full fragrance of the accounting flower might never
have been realized had not the appealing aroma of the tax petals
first established itself.
The wonders that taxes have thus wrought for general accounting, they now bid fair to do for the specialized segment of cost
accounting, and via the same route, namely, making it costly not
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to know costs. Until recently, the dominant and perhaps exclusive note of formidable taxes was on net profits in the totalitarian
approach. The essential ingredients and items for computation
were total gross income and total cost. This information general
accounting readily yielded up with flourishing consequences to
itself as already mentioned. Of late, however, the design of
some important tax statutes has been such as is calculated, unwittingly or otherwise, to bring cost accounting into its own, in
that the statutes make the determination of item or unit cost a
prerequisite to compliance. Illustrative material may be drawn
from several of the fiscal measures. Lest, however, the corroborative details become boresome and profligate in their call upon
time and space, attention will be focused upon two tax provisions
that are harbingers of more widespread acceptance of cost accounting gospel. One will be drawn from the field of income
taxes and the other excise taxes. The former is more euphemistically called the windfall tax or tax on unjust enrichment. The
latter is more concretely described as the tax on the sale of furs
by the manufacturer. The income tax example is a sequel to the
invalidation of the AAA processing taxes. The excise tax is a
heritage of the old luxury and nuisance taxes. We'll now call
the first witness to the stand —Title III of the Revenue Act of
1936.
Illustration Number One —The Windfall Tax
We here have a tax that is not to be sneezed at, considering
that it aims to direct into the Treasury coffers eighty per cent of
the net income from certain sources. The costing principle comes
into play because the income is confined to certain sources rather
than subsuming all sources. The delineation and general mode
of measurement are prescribed in the first instance by the statute
itself. The idea is to find out the extent to which "profit" was
made by reason of the fact that AAA was commissioned to the
great beyond by the United States Supreme Court. This profit,
from the standpoint of the vendor of articles to which AAA during its fleeting existence did apply (or thought it did), is regarded
as the amount of the AAA tax that was passed on to the buyer
but never paid by the seller. The problem therefore narrows
itself to the ascertainment of the amount of such shift.
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The l aw pa ves t wo a venue s of approach. First isthe presumptive.determination. We 'l l l e t i t s p e a k i n i t s own wor d s :
"Sec. 501(e) * * * the extent to which the taxpayer shifted to others
the burden of a Federal excise tax shall be presumed to be an amount
computed as follows:
(1) From the selling price of the articles there shall be deducted
the sum of (A) the costofsuch articles plus (B) the average margin
with respect to the quantity involved; * * *."

We are now in familiar territory for cost accounting, though
somewha t novel for t ax accounting —cost and margin with respect
to particular articles. Recogni zin g t he gene ral ity of the se ter ms,
the law then brings them d ow n t o the particular soil it intends
to cultivate, by defining the terms. He re is the lexicon in
so far
as per ti nen t:
"Sec. 501(f) As used in this section —
(1) The term 'margin' means the difference between the selling
price of articles and the cost thereof, and the term 'average margin'
means the average difference between the selling price and the cost
of similar articles sold by the taxpayer during his six taxable years
preceding the initial imposition of the Federal excise tax in question
(2) The term 'cost' means, in the case of articles manufactured or
produced by the taxpayer, the cost to the taxpayer of materials entering into the articles; or, in the case of articles purchased by the taxpayer for resale, the price paid by him for such articles
It will be noti ced that of the hol y cost t rini ty of mater ials , la bor
and ove rhe ar d, two ar e eli mi na ted b y maj or a mp uta ti on an d on ly
the "materials" part retained. That of course simplifies the problem somewhat (although the cost of materials may in itself invol ve l ab or a nd over he ad ).
Th e h a nd or vi s ion of a cos t a ccoun t an t is th en s ee n in a p rovision that follows, and that addresses itself to the famous first -in,
first -out principle of costing. Stra nge sight this in a tax law.
(It looks more l ike a pa ge from a cost a ccoun tan t's bib le .) But
here it is:
"Sec. 501(g) In determining costs, selling prices, and net income, the
taxpayer shall, unless otherwise shown, be deemed to have sold articles
in the order in which they were manufactured, produced, or acquired."
Th u s far we ha ve d ea l t wit h on e of t he two p a th s i n a t ta cki n g
the problem, namely, the presumptive method. The law, however,
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does not close its eyes to the actualities. Instead, it opens the
door to both the government and the taxpayer to rebut the presumption by adequate proof, and in the category of such proof,
the following is included:
"Sec. 501(i) (1) Proof that the change or lack of change in the margin
was due to changes in factors other than the tax. Such factors shall
include any clearly shown change * * * in costs of production."
The last phrase is of course the bull's -eye of cost accounting.
Taxpayers who have sold short on cost accounting systems, or
who have been indolent or sloppy on the subject, are likely to
feel sore at heart if they are called upon to pay tax tribute that
they have reason to believe could have been considerably scaled
down if they had paid more favorable attention to an adequate cost
accounting installation. True it is that this particular Act has
vitality now only with regard to transactions already consummated, so that the beckoning of cost accounting may be partly
offset by the psychology regarding spilled milk. However, these
things are bound to make their impress on the executive mind.
Though striking directly at the AAA situation, the Act is general
in terminology and is designed to separate vendors from eighty
per cent of similar "profits" should the fate that hit AAA be
dealt any other excise taxes. Lightning struck once. It is likely
to repeat its blow. Intuitively impelled by this reasoning to forestall being caught short or unprepared again, more room is likely
to be provided and more serious attention given in the organization structure to cost accounting as a matter of good business,
even though the computative frills and fancies that many industrialists envision at the mention of cost accounting may have thus
far branded it as a pestilential nuisance.
Perhaps we have had enough from this witness, at least as a
starter, so that we may proceed further with the development
of the case through the testimony that will be adduced by the
stellar performer —the excise tax on fur sales.
Illustration Number Two —Sales Tax on Furs
If the blindfold test of cigarette fame were applied to the following and the candidate (a cost accountant) asked to indicate
the nature and source of the material, what would likely be the
answer?
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"T he cost of the fu r set consists of the net pu rcha se price exclu sivk
of the tax on the fur trimming included therein.
T he c ost o f t he cloth shell consists o f :
1. T he net cost of the cloth used in ma k ing the shell;
2. T h r ea d ;
3. An allocated pa rt of the expenses and losses incident to the
handling of the cloth, namely, the shrinkage, sponging, mill damage,
net remna nt loss, incoming freight and express, and carta ge to contra ctors;
4. T he cost expended for direct labor in making the cloth shell,
that is, cutting of cloth, operating on cloth shell, and underpressing,
pressing and finishing on cloth shell prior to its assembly with the
lining or the fu r ; and
5. An alloca ted part of the fa cto ry overhea d. For this purpose the
factory overhead includes all expenses which, under recognized cost
accounting principles, come within the classification of factory overhead, such as, expense of designing depa rtment, purchase of models,
expense of sample tailors, factory storeroom, rent, light, heat, and
power for the fa ctory, etc.
In computing the cost of the cloth shell, the expenses and losses
incidental to the ha ndl ing o f the cloth shall be alloca ted on the ba sis
of the tota l qu a ntity of cloth u sed du ring the season in the ma nu facture
of a ll garments, whether fu r - trimmed or not. T hu s, the tota l of su ch
incidental expenses and losses for the season shall be divided by the
number of yards of cloth used du ring the season to determine the
amount of the ha ndling cost per yard. T he allocation of such incidental expenses and losses to the cloth shell shall then be made by
mu ltiplying the nu mber of ya rds of cloth u sed in mak ing the cloth shell
by the amount of the ha ndling cost per ya rd.
In a pportioning the fa ctory over hea d to the cost of the cloth shell,
the factory overhead shall first be determined upon a `per ga rment'
basis. Tha t is, the tota l a mou nt of the fa ctory overhea d for the sea son
shall be divided by the total number of all garments, whether fur trimmed or not, produced du ring the season. T h e factory overhead
`per garment' so determined shall then be alloca ted to the cost of the
cloth shell in the ratio or percentage that the direct labor expended
upon the cloth shell bears to the tota l di rect la bor exp ended u pon the
completed ga rment."

The chances are dollars to doughnut holes that the reply would
be that it is either a paper or text on cost accounting in the fur
industry, or a trade association manual on uniform costing, or
the like. Certainly the truth, that it is a segment of tax regulations promulgated by the Treasury Department in connection
with a revenue statute, would be in a remote corner of consciousness, of there at all.
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This fiscal excursion into the wiles (or wilds) of cost accounting principles comes about in this way: Section 810 of the Revenue Act of 1936 levies a three per cent tax on the sale by manufacturers of articles made of fur or of which fur is the component
material of chief value. Furs are very prolifically used as trimmings on cloth garments. In order to determine whether such
fur - trimmed garments are taxable, it becomes necessary to know
the respective costs of the fur -set and of the cloth shell. (The
lining shell and findings may be ruled out of consideration since
their cost is generally less than the cloth shell.) If the fur set is
of the higher cost, the tax applied to the full sales price of the
garment. If the cloth shell is the "tops" in cost, there is no tax
liability at all. Hence the government's interest in costs and
proper cost accounting. Hence also, the regulations just quoted.
"But we aint seen nothin' yet." The regulations continue on,
and how! They begin to develop steam in their rush to cost accounting alley, through the following: (All of this is set forth
because it is believed that though furs are here being dealt with,
there is a transcendental quality of interest that might well attract
all lines of costing endeavor.)
"Ordinarily, the cost of the cloth and of the direct labor used in
making the cloth shell are ascertainable at any time but the incidental
costs for handling the cloth and the allocation of the factory overhead
expenses can not be determined or made until the end of the season,
or in most cases until after the completed garment has been sold. For
that reason and since fur - trimmed garments, if taxable, are to be sold
on a 'tax- extra' basis, it is necessary to make a tentative determination of the taxability of fur - trimmed garments. Such tentative determination of taxability may be made in accordance with the following
formula:
The taxability of fur - trimmed garments shall be determined tentatively by comparison of the actual net cost of the fur set with a tentative cost of the cloth shell computed:
1. On the basis of actual costs for the current season with respect
to the currently ascertainable items, or the cost of the cloth and the
direct labor used in making the cloth shell, and
2. On the basis of the actua l costs for the last completed season
with respect to the items not currently ascertainable, or the incidental handling costs of cloth and the factory overhead expenses."
Then comes the pay -off —a cost sheet and mode of calculation
sponsored by the tax gatherer. Here it is:
380
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"T he foregoing tentative determination of taxability must be made
with respect to ea ch style of fu r - trimmed ga rment in produ ction du ring the current season. Fo r that purpose a comparison sheet shall
be ma de for ea ch style a s follows, which sheet mu st be filed with the
perma nent cost records:
Style No.......

Sea son. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 . . .
Cost of fu r.

Net cost of fur (exclusive of t a x ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of cloth shell.
1. Ne t c o st o f c l ot h (. . . .y a rd s @. . . . p er y a r d ) $ . . . . . . . . . .
Z. T hrea d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..........

3. Allowa nce for handling cloth a s computed in
Schedule A on the basis of the handling
costs for the last completed season ( . . . .
yards @.... per y a r d) .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ..

..........

4. Fa ctory cost of c l o t h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

............

S. Dire ct la b or:
.............. $..........
Cutting cloth
..........
Operating on cloth shel l.. ........
Finishing on cloth shell prior to a ssembly
wi t h l i n i ng o r fu r . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Underpressing a nd pressing on cloth shell
pri or to a ssem bly wi th lin in g o r fu r ... .. . . . . . . . . . .
6. Total d i r e c t l a b o r o n c l o t h s h e l l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

............

7. Pri me cost of cloth s h e l l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

............

8. Allowa nce for overhea d:
a. Fa ctory overhead per ga rment produ ced du ring last completed season as
computed in Schedule B . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ . . . . . . . . . .
b. Total direct labor applying to this style
and number a s computed on style sheet
or ot h er li k e cost r eco r d . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
c. Percentage of direct labor on cloth
shell to direct la bor on garment (No . 6
divided by No. 8 b ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d. Overhead applicable to cloth shell
( N o 8a multiplied by No. 8 c ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

............

9. Tota l cost of cloth s h e l l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

............

10. S e l l i n g p r i c e o f t h i s s t y l e n u m b e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

............

' Cu rrent season.
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The end has not yet been reached. The details of the technique
to be applied find further coverage and official auspices in the
following:
"I n accordance with the above- stated formula, the costs for the
cloth a nd dir ect la bo r to be e nter ed o n th e co mpa r ison sheet shall be
determined by the actual costs for the cu rrent season while the allowa nc e to b e ma de for the co st of ha ndli ng cl oth a n d for the fa ctory
overhead shall be determined by the actual costs of those items for
the last completed season. T he computation of the cost of handling
cloth per ya rd a nd of the factory overhead per ga rm en t fo r th e last
completed season shall be made on separa te schedules as follows,
which schedules must also be filed with the permanent cost re cor ds:
Schedule A.
Co m p u ta t i o n o f co st of h a nd l i n g c l o t h fo r t h e se a so n' . . .. . . . .. . . . . 1 9 . . . . . .
1. Expenses chargeable to ha ndling cloth:
Shrink a ge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ . . . . . . . . . .
Sponging ............................. ..........
........................ ..........
Mill da mage
Net remnant loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incoming freight a nd express on cloth ... . . . . . . . . . .
Ca rtage on cloth to c o n t r a c t o r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Tota l expenses chargea ble to handling cloth

$...... ......

3. Tota l number of ya rds used during the season in the
manu facture of all ga rments, whether fur - trimmed or not
............
4. Ha ndling cost per ya rd (No. 2 divided by No. 3 ) ........ $............
Schedule B.
Computation of factory overhead for the s e a s o n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9 . . . . . .
1. Fa ctory overhead expenses (tha t is, all expenses which, under recognized principles
of cost a ccou nting, come within the classification of factory overhead, such as —expense of designing department, pu rcha se of
models, expense of sample tailors, factory
storerooms, rent, light, hea t, a nd power for
the factory, etc.) (List each item accordingly as entered on books) :
......... ............................... $..........
......... ............................... ..........
............... ...:..................... ..........
2. Tota l factory overhead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ . . . . . . . . . . . .

'

3. Tota l nu mber of ga rments produced du ring the season
(include all classes, whether fur - trimmed or not) .....
............
4. Overhea d per ga rment ( N o . 2 d i v i d e d b y N o . 3 ) . . . . . . . . $ . . . . . . . . . . . .
La st completed season.
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Arid now by way of wind -up we have this grand finale that
puts the entire industry at the feet of cost accounting:
"T he foregoing principles and procedure are subject to the following conditions:
1. T he cost elements to be used in determining the taxability
of fur - trimmed ga rments must be substantiated by clear and
accurate accounts and records.
2. Any item in clu d ed in t he c ost of the clo th shel l fo r t a x p u rposes bu t not substantiated by the accounts and records will not
be rega rded as part of such cost."

Plaintiff rests! When costs become not merely a piece of interesting information, a price and profit determinant or basis for
executive action, but more formidably the sine qua non in the
establishment of tax liability, so that going without may mean unnecessarily feathering the Treasury nest, can the universality of
acceptance in industry of cost accounting, nay even an affirmative
irresistable demand for it, be very far away. The most vocal
proselyting, the most alluring educational material, the most appealing record of accomplishments, could hardly serve to put
across what cost accounting has to "sell" to industry with anything like the effectiveness of this demure little tax statute and
its companionate regulations.
Other Considerations
It will be recalled that what we have been reviewing was purely
illustrative. Taxes have not bestowed their favor or wreaked
their vengeance, from a cost accounting standpoint, solely upon
AAA processors or the fur industry. Several others are in pari
passe, as the lawyers say. The shipbuilding industry, for examp':e, runs smack up against the necessity of cost accounting by
virtue of the provisions of the Vinson Act, requiring profits in
excess of ten per cent of the contract price in connection with
certain government contracts, to be paid into the Treasury. Furthermore, we have not reached the end of the world yet, nor the
end of Congressional ingenuity in enlarging on the field of taxable subject matter. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that
only small beginnings have been made on the tax path that leads
to cost accounting's door, and that conversely, big things are
ahead for tax - nurtured cost accounting expansion.
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Lest cost accounting heap all its praises on taxes and leave
the cupboard bare for other deserving contributors, it is only
appropriate that at least mention, if not more worthy acknowledgment, be made of the role that legislation generally has been
playing, and undoubtedly will continue to play, in giving cost
accounting a royal send -off. Certainly NRA blew the trumpet
good and loud through the many codes that contained price and
cost provisions. The Robinson - Patman Act is also no slouch in
espousing the cause of cost accounting. To the contrary, that
Act tells industry that it is primarily through differentials supported by cost accounting that the strait jacket of price uniformity
may be relaxed. And so homage must be paid these non -tax
measures as well. However, with the American, if not universal,
instinct and zeal for appropriately minimizing tax liability, the
revenue provisions and their periodic call for part of industry's
bank balance are in the last analysis the sure pivots that will
induce business to sit up and take notice of the fulcrum of cost
accounting.
It would be a sad and sordid situation indeed if we egged taxes
on merely because they might leave in their wake the expansion
of cost accounting. It would be equally unfortunate if our glee
were over the quantitative augmentation in the ranks of cost
accounting that flowed from taxes rather than the opportunity
such development afforded for qualitative crystallization and
growth. There are many, battles yet to be fought on the fields
of cost accounting, many principles to be aroused from the
amiable equivocation, that gives victory to both sides. Larger
standing armies (of cost accountants) may provide the needed impact with industry and the needed research to bring about decisive
results. It is therefore comforting to know that if we must have
taxes —and pity the misguided soul who undertakes the negative
of that proposition —they are at least draped in a silver lining
that may tend to bring back to industry in cost accounting values
as much or even more than industry is called upon to pay in
monetary values. Whatever may be the status of the equation, in
the organization chart of cost accounting, taxes must be set down
as Sales Manager, acting and elect, par excellence.
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F E D E RA L A N D S T A T E I N C O M E T A X E S A S A N
ELEMENT OF COST
By George M. Arisman,
Controller, Armstrong Cork Co., Lan caster, Pa.
HE subject of income taxes as an item of cost is more importT ant
at this date than at any other time in the history of income
tax laws. This is due to the need on the part of the federal and
state governments for finding means of securing sufficient income
to offset the constantly growing deficit of these governments. It
is important that all corporations and business men give some
thought to ways and means of securing sufficient earnings to pay
the present taxes and those that may be levied in the future, and
at the same time retain a satisfactory amount of earnings such
as may be required for the present and future sound economic
existence of all business.
In order that earnings may be sufficient, not only to meet the
growing demands for taxes, but in addition thereto to provide
an adequate return to the stockholder and to further protect his
interests by leaving an ample reserve in surplus to place the business on a sound economic basis, it is proposed that income taxes,
both federal and state, be included as an element of cost.
The .Need for the Inclusion of Income Taxes in Cost
The necessity for including income taxes in cost and at the
same time in the selling price to the consumer, in order that sufficient net income may be available to pay all taxes, is clearly shown
in the statistics on page 386, which were prepared by the National Industrial Conference Board and published in their Bulletin
of March 20, 1934•
This table covers reports on income from 89,085 manufacturing corporations, of which over 80,000 reported on assets and
liabilities. This group represents gross sales of approximately
98 per cent of the total of all manufacturing corporations in this
country. These statistics show that the highest per cent of
profit was made in 1929 when 9.6 per cent was earned on total
book capital before the payment of income taxes. The net income after payment of income taxes amounted to 8.6 per cent,
or in other words, it required one per cent of the total book capital
385
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Ye a r

w

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
*1931
*1932
*1933

Profits be fo re
Federal Income T a x
to Book Cap ital

Profits afte r
Federal Income
T a x to
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to pay the federal income taxes of that year. The earnings before the payment of income taxes over the period from 1926 to
1929 inclusive were slightly lower than those earned during the
year 1929, while the years 1930 to 1932, inclusive, showed deficits. It is a known fact that during the years 1933 to 1935 the
earnings did not average those of the period 1926 to 1929•
This same group of statistics shows that the dividends from
1926 to 1931 inclusive in relation to book capital, averaged less
than five per cent. The dividends for 1931 to 1933 inclusive were
paid out of surplus created from earnings of prior years. Corporations continued to pay dividends in some cases in 1932 and
1933 although they did not earn them, and in extreme cases
dividends were paid through the entire depression period to
1936, even though they were not earned. If statistics were available showing the dividends to stockholders through the period
1928 to 1935 inclusive, it would be found that the return to the
investor would be a great deal less than five per cent as indicated by the figures from 1928 to 1933 inclusive. This analysis
indicates that the return on the stockholder's investment is inadequate and not economically sound. While the blame for lower
earnings to the investor can be laid only in part to income taxes,
it is evident that when a portion of the investor's net income,
equivalent to one per cent of the total book capital, is required
for the payment of the income taxes of the business, some measure
should be taken whereby this amount can be retained for the
business as net income, to either be added to the net cash return
to the stockholder as dividends or to remain in the business to
provide more adequately for the future. The same chart produced by the National Industrial Conference Board shows that
the additions to surplus during 1926 to 1929 inclusive were very
modest, and that the deductions for dividends during 1930 to
1933 inclusive showed deductions from the surplus account which
depleted surplus in many cases so as to make the business economically unsound. From the foregoing analysis one would
conclude that the return on invested capital to the stockholder
and to business is too low and that some means should be taken
to increase the earnings of the business. If income taxes were
included in cost and secured from the consumer in the sales price,
this would make a substantial contribution to the earnings.
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The Tendency to Pass Taxes on to the Consumer
The table on page 388, issued by the National Industrial
Conference Board on July 10, 1935, shows the growing tendency
of passing taxes on to the consumer through the establishment of
sales taxes.
In addition to sales taxes, we have been confronted with processing taxes during the past few years. These taxes were passed
on to the consumer in many cases because they were contained in
the price of materials where one manufacturer created the materials and sold them to another, who in turn further fabricated
the product or article into a finished product for sale to the consumer. These processing taxes were included in costs and eventually found their way to the consumer in the sales price. It is
believed that Social Security taxes are being included in costs and
are contained in the total cost on which sales prices are set.
Here are three outstanding examples where the tendency has
been, and is, to pass taxes along to the consumer. In view of
inadequate returns on total capital invested and the growing
tendency to pass taxes along to the consumer, it is proposed that
federal and state income taxes should be included as an item of
cost and that selling prices should be based on costs, wherever
possible, with this element of cost included.
Need for More Adequate Return on Capital Invested
In reality, all investors are concerned about the return on the
capital invested. With few exceptions, business is in existence
to return a profit on the capital invested. Management recognizes
today, more than at any other time in the history of business,
that a satisfactory return in the form of profits must be made
in order to give the investor a reasonable return on his money,
and that a certain amount of profits must be added to surplus
over a period so that the corporation's life existence may be
assured and the organization kept intact during periods of eccnomic stress. During the past depression years we have learned
that the life existence of corporations, and in fact their economic
structure, depends upon the amount of surplus available to carry
through these periods. The growing tendency towards social
and security measures for humanity demands that corporate
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surplus be greatly increased in order that the requirements in
this respect may be met in poor years and that the life of business
be given a chance to continue so that this part of our national
economic structure may withstand the conditions which may
confront it. The assurance of the continuance of our economic
structure depends upon the ability of business to show a reasonable
and adequate return on invested capital for the investor and for
the life continuance of business itself.
Management, through control, has turned its attention to fixing
this reasonable and adequate return on invested capital by determining the amount of profit it should net on its capital invested.
During the past few years corporation executives have learned
that the place to start the management of their affairs is with
the amount of capital over which they are stewards. Consequently, there has been much progress made in the control and
analysis of investments, so that a clearer picture is available of
their task in connection with the procurement of a reasonable
and adequate return to stockholders on the capital for «vhich the
management is responsible.
Basis for Calculating Income Taxes Has Led to Error in Their
Treatment
It is unnecessary to go into detail concerning the technique of
control which may be set up to accomplish this end, except to
say that taxes are an important part of the procedure in that they
are a part of the expense which must be considered before such
net profits can be determined. Such taxes as property, state,
county and city have long been recognized as an element of cost,
but federal and state income taxes have been considered as a deduction from profits before transfer of such to surplus. It has
been accepted that the proper procedure was to deduct these income taxes from profits and, although no good reason exists for
doing this, it is a natural outgrowth from the establishment of
the basis for determining such taxes.
Federal and state income taxes are based on net profits before
such profits are transferred to surplus. Since the federal government, as well as state governments, has devised this means of determining the amount of revenue to be paid by corporations, such
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method of handling that item has been accepted from an accounting
viewpoint.
Methods Available for Including Income Taxes in Selling Price
The point has now been reached where the question may be
properly asked, "What method shall be used to pass the federal
and state income taxes as an item of expense to the ultimate consumer?" There are two methods available: fi rst, that the selling
price be_ set _at that point where such taxes will be included in the
difference between elling Brice and cost •,and second, that these
__.._.� W
taxes be considered as an item of cost.
The firsCifiethod, namely, to set the selling price at a point
where such taxes are included, is a haphazard one. The selling
price of any item may be set so as to cover all items of cost by
rule of thumb method. All cost items might thus be covered in
the selling price, but this would result in an uncertain procedure
of cost and price finding.
Federal and state income taxes have become a factor in cost in
the same manner as have interest on funded indebtedness, depreciation, taxes of one sort or another (property, capital stock,
processing, state and municipal) and other items comprising the
cost of doing business. By including income taxes in cost the total
cost will be available as the basis of fixing prices which_ will per-,
mit of a reasonable and adequate profit. It is true that such a procedure will increase the price to the consumer, but this item in the
great majority of cases will not of itself be of sufficient relative
importance to affect the price structure of a particular commodity in the industry.f-Where it does, the price structure is often largely
governed by the economic law of supply and demand, which in
turn will tend to reduce the margin of profit and affect the amount
of income tax to be considered in costs and the amount of profit
to be expected in that particular industry.
It may be argued that the inclusion of income taxes as an element of cost will handicap the business which is making a profit
and work to the advantage of those which are not on a profitable
basis. This is no argument against the method as all business, with
few exceptions, is in existence for the purpose of producing a
profit. If there are those in an industry who are in such circumstances that they cannot produce profits because of factors over
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which they do or do not have control, this is aside from the problem as to whether they should or should not include income taxes
as an item of cost. The problem of the executives of those corporations is to put their house in order so that their business is competitive and can produce profits. When they do, they are subjected
to pay income taxes in the same manner as any other business in
the industry which is making a profit and paying income taxes.
The responsibility of all management is to earn reasonable and adequate profits after income taxes, and it behooves that management
which is not doing so to bring about a change which will put its
business in the class of successful and economically sound enterprises.
Methods

of Including Income

Taxes in Cost

How shall income taxes be added to costs? This is a logical
question and one on which there can be much difference of opinion.
The answer to this question depends in part on whether the business for which costs are being determined controls its operations
through a budget and a standard cost system or without such
methods.
Where a manufacturing or retail business operates on a budget
and standard costs, the amount of net earnings expected is carefully forecast. By computing the income taxes to be paid on this
forecast, the amount to be added in costs is available and may be
included in costs in the same way as a normal amount to be provided for bad debts and current contingencies such as missing inventory, variations in price of raw materials, losses and obsolescence in process and finished stock, the actual charges for
which are not known at the time of building the annual budget and
the cost standards.
Where budgetary control and standard costs exist, care must be
exercised in determining the amount of income tax which is to be
included in costs at varying volumes. Standard costs, covering
manufacturing costs, distribution costs, commercial costs, current
contingency provisions and "other cost" items, are set at a normal
operating point. All burden of whatever nature should be absorbed
at some normal point of operation. The process of setting standard
costs fixes the point of normal burden absorption for each business,
product and operation. Before this normal burden absorption point
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in standard costs can be fixed, it is necessary that a normal sales
volume be forecast for the business and for each product. From
the forecast of normal sales volume by products, the normal activity of each operation can be determined in order that tlus forecast
volume may be produced. These activities for a business, products and operations, represent the normal burden absorption point
at which standard burden is fixed.
From the normal sales volume, the standard cost for material
and labor and the standard burden at the normal production and
sales activity point, including current contingency items of cost,
et cetera, the net profit at normal sales volume can be determined.
A tentative dividend policy having been planned, the income tax
on profits at the normal sales point can then be calculated, including the surtaxes, after which these total taxes can be applied to
products as a standard and included (in the standard cost of that
product) with all other items of cost.
taxes are not fixed costs, but variable ones, dependent upYonIncome
the amount of profit made at varying sales and production volumes. To determine an estimated actual cost at any volume, it is
necessary to determine the amount of the income tax at that point
and include this with all other estimated actual costs at this given
volume of sales and production.
Prices should not necessarily be fixed on actual costs as these
may be such that competition cannot be met, and such a procedure
would be detrimental to the life of the enterprise. However, when
actual sales volume and actual production reach the point of the
normal sales and production volume, then actual and standard costs
should be one and the same thing. Sales prices should be fixed on
standard costs, relative to prices fixed by competition within the
industry. The standard costs of an enterprise may be higher or
lower than the average for the industry, which makes it impossible
to set prices directly on the standard costs of that enterprise. On
the other hand, the price structure within the industry may be such,
because of the economics affecting those products or that industry,
that standard costs can be used only as a guide to management in
which case the price conditions themselves, as affected by the conditions within the industry, are the deciding factors in fixing prices.
However, with these standard costs available, management and
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industry knowingly fix the price of their products on a profitable
or unprofitable basis.
Income taxes derived in the manner here described become a
concrete item of cost and appear in the budget as such. When the
final budget is assembled, management learns of the net profits to
be earned against the capital employed. Budgets built by this
method make it possible for management to decide whether net
earnings are satisfactory in relation to invested capital based upon
the volume forecast, the desired rate of return on capital having
been fixed for the anticipated conditions and volume of business.
In a normal year an enterprise should earn possibly twelve to fifteen per cent on its capital invested, while in a year in which forecasted sales volume is but fifty per cent of normal, the management
will decide that perhaps four or five per cent return on the capital
employed is reasonable and satisfactory for that particular enterprise.
Income taxes should not be included in manufacturing, distribution, cominercial or administration costs, but should be added to
costs as a separate item and included in standard costs as income
t4x._.$imilarly, contingency expense and "other expenses," such as
amortization of bond discount, capital stock tax, et cetera, are included in standard costs as separate items.
Where an enterprise does not have a standard cost system and
budgetary control, it is nevertheless imperative that such business
use a similar method of including income taxes in costs. An estimate must be made of these taxes in some manner, whether it be
based on past experience or a rough estimate of those profits which
will likely be earned, and such amounts should be included in costs.
Applying Income Taxes to Product Lines
How should total estimated income taxes on the earnings for the
month and period to date be applied to product in the product profit
and loss statement? A method of applying income tax in the product profit and loss statements may be the most desirable for one
particular business yet not at all satisfactory for another. In the
Armstrong Cork Company it has been found that the estimated
actual income tax is equitably distributed to commodities when net
profits earned by the profitable products are used as the basis. Obviously the losses of unprofitable commodities are deducted from
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Income Taxes on the Profit and Loss Statement
It is important that the accounting technique set up for including
income taxes as an item of cost does not interfere with its presen-
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the earnings of the profitable ones in arriving at the total net
profits for the company. Income taxes are paid in each corporation on the basis of the total net earnings. The Armstrong Cork
Company has experienced difficulty in distributing income tax to
both profitable and unprofitable commodities and feels at this
juncture that the most accurate method of applying the estimated
income taxes for the month and the period to date to the commodity profit and loss statements is on the basis of the earnings of
each of the profitable commodities relative to their total earnings.
Several other methods were suggested in meetings of various
chapters of the National Association of Cost Accountants at which
this subject was presented during the past year, but each method
applied to a particular case. It is suggested that each accountant
use that basis of distribution which best fits his particular problem
and condition.
It should be remembered that the standard for income taxes
should be included in standard costs at the normal sales volume and
burden absorption point. At this volume all products should be
on a profitable basis. It is true that all products will not earn relatively the same amount of profit, but the variation in earnings will
not be sufficient to distort the basis of absorption to that point
where the amount of income tax cost will affect the selling price
and earnings of a particular product sufficiently to become a detriment to the economic existence and continuance of that product.
Therefore, it behooves the accountant to find a method of applying income tax on an equitable basis to all products in their profit
and loss statement, regardless of whether they all earn a profit of a
relative
one
enterprise
amount.it may
An equitable
be units produced
basis exists
or in every enterprise. In
another it may
be manufacturing cost of sales; in another the ratio of invested
capital in each product; in another normal sales in dollars, et
cetera. No attempt will be made here to set down a rule for each
business to follow, as this is impossible, but whatever basis is used
it must result in an equitable application of the income tax cost to
each product.
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tation on the profit and loss statement. Legal requirements must be
met, as income tax must be determined on net profits. It is pointed
out that the accounting procedure required to include income tax
as an item of cost must be so formulated as not to interfere in any
way with its legality. It was noted earlier in this treatise that income taxes are not a manufacturing cost item and, therefore, do not
become a part of manufacturing and inventory cost. Income taxes
cannot be considered as an item of cost until that product is sold
and, consequently, they do not become a part of inventory cost.
They do become an item of cost at the point of sale in the same
way as distribution, commercial, contingency and "other expense,"
such as bond discount, bond interest, capital stock taxes and similar items. The amount of such tax absorbed depends upon the rate
of activity prevailing during the period for which the accounting
report is being made. The balance not absorbed against standard
remains unabsorbed and represents the income tax variance from
standard.
It should be stated here that care must be taken in determining
the amount of income taxes to be paid. Where net profits for income taxes are different from those for operating purposes, it is
always important that the accountant deal with the former, namely,
those net profits representing the amount on which income taxes
are to be paid.
In order that the cost variation statements for the enterprise, for
each division of the enterprise and each commodity produced and
sold, may be properly tied in with the general books, it is necessary that the cost accountant set up the necessary variation accounts and account for the standard and actual income tax.
Through these variation accounts the budget comparison will like wise be tied in with the general books.
Setting Up the Income Tax Reserve
Some general ledger accounting is required in connection with
the handling of income tax in the general accounts. When the ratio
of income tax to be paid has been determined for varying amounts
of net profits, it is necessary that the corporation accountant apply
a ratio in setting up the amount of reserve monthly for the purpose
of covering the actual income tax at the end of the accounting
period. Unless the accountant applies the proper ratio and accur-
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ately determines this reserve, his monthly or periodic statements
issued to the management will be in error. A reserve for the purpose of covering this actual income tax should be provided currently so that the final net profits reflected for the enterprise, its
divisions and products will give management true and accurate
earnings for the period, and there will be no occasion for the
chief executive to be misled by the accountant's failure to show the
proper net profits or losses. This will make it unnecessary for the
executive to calculate the income tax (perhaps erroneously) before
he arrives at the net earnings to be transferred to surplus for the
period.
The general ledger accounting in respect to federal and state income taxes in no way conflicts with the presentation of the balance
sheet and final profit and loss statement to the stockholders and to
the public. During the past and at present, federal, and in some
cases state, income taxes have been deducted as a separate item
before the showing of net profits on the profit and loss statement.
This is a legal form of presentation of the profit and loss statement to the stockholder and the public. The accountant shall carry
the general ledger accounts so as to show the proper amount of
income tax to be deducted which, though included in costs in the
same manner as depreciation or similar items, may be shown on
the final profit and loss statement to the stockholder and the public
as a separate item and in the same position as in the past.
Summary
Upon the occasion of speeches before several of the chapters of
the National Association of Cost Accountants during the past year,
it was found that several corporations were treating income taxes,
both state and federal, as an element of cost. Considerable interest
has been shown in respect to this subject, and the writer feels that
measures should be taken by all persons interested in cost accounting and in securing the proper return on capital invested to bring
about the change necessary to include income taxes in costs which
can subsequently be passed on to the consumer in the selling price.
This will aid management in providing adequate earnings from
which to pay a reasonable dividend to the investor, and at the
same time accumulate the surpluses which are needed to make busi-
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ness more nearly economically sound under all manner of conditions.
From a study of the earnings, profits and additions to surplus
over a period from 1926 to 1933 inclusive, it is found that the net
earnings after income taxes are inadequate and that some means
should be found of increasing the net return to the investor and the
business itself over a similar period. Income tax has been a substantial deduction in connection with the net earnings of all business. If this tax could be passed on to the consumer so that corporations would be relieved of it, earnings would be that much
increased in the future.
The relative importance of the proposed federal and state income
taxes to cost of sales, selling prices and net earnings makes it imperative that corporations give immediate consideration to the inclusion of these taxes as an item of cost and an addition to the
present selling prices. In this way earnings ( i ) will not be
further reduced, ( 2 ) taxes paid on earnings and surplus will be
returned to the business, (3) the stockholder will have a satisfactory return on his capital invested, and (4) ample reserves will be
created through surplus to cause the business to be economically
sound.
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